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        Time    : 2 hrs
ENGLISH

CREATIVE WRITING
I.1. Write a letter to your friend Malu, describing your

birthday party.      5
2. Read the outline story and develop it in your own

words and give an appropriate title to the story.      5
A boy falls in bad company … father bring apples … put
them in the cupboard … places a rotten apple among
them … next day all apples rotten … teaches  a lesson.
Moral:

GRAMMAR
II.1. Underline the predicates in the following.      1
a) Soumya wants to become a teacher.
b) Ravi and Kavitha are brother and sister.
2. Fill in the blanks with correct adjectives from the

brackets.      1
a) February is the _______ month of the year.

(short, shorter, shortest)
b) The science exam was ______ than the maths exam.

(tough, tougher, toughest)
3. Fill in the blanks with suitable nouns. Choose from

the box.   1½
(islands, singers, wolves, fish)

a) A choir of _________.
b) A pack of _________.
c) A school of ________.
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4. Add, a, an, or the to complete the phrases.   1½
a) Near _______ Qutab Minar.
b) ________ old umbrella.
c) ________ rainy day.

SPELLING
III.1. Choose the rightily spelt word.      4
a) pedler paddlar peddler
b) shrivelled shrivaled shriveld
c) stratched stretched starched
d) ventrilocuist ventriloquict ventriloquist
2. Find the missing letters.      4
a) pr__m__ted b) __et__rt__d
c) p__o__ghing d) ca__k__ed
3. Unscramble.      2
a) nkconkgi b) eoacn

VOCABULARY
IV.1. Give one word for the following.      4
a) Laughed wickedly.
b) One who travels around selling goods.
c) Spoke quickly and without much thought.
d) Small pools of water.
2. Make sentences.      2
a) trickster b) retreated.
3. Add ‘icle’or ‘acle’to the following words and make

new words.      2
a) obst__ b) spect__ c) mir__ d) com__
4. Write the opposite words to the following.      2
a) scattered b) grief c) accept d) argue

LITERATURE
V.1. Read the given sentences and answer the questions.   4
a) “Are all boys like you”? The man asked at last.

(i) What did the man mean?
(ii) How do you think the man was feeling when he asked
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this question?
b) “My! What a temper she’s got?

(i) Who thought these words?
(ii) Who is being referred to?

2. Answer the following questions.      6
a) How was the stream saved in the end?
b) Why do you think the poet’s father says, ‘In a minute, son’?
c) What did Manza’s children ask?

HANDWRITING
VI. For centuries, Ramayana and Mahabharata have been like

two eyes for Bharateeyas showing them the path of
Dharma. Both Ramayana and Mahabharata are authored
by Rishis. Ramayana is authored by the first ever poet,
Adikavi Valmiki and Mahabharatha by Sage Vyasa. They
are narratives dealing with the story of two main royal
lineages of ancient India, Suryavamsha and Chandravamsha,
respectively.      5


